STUDENT WELLNESS RESOURCES OF THE MONTH

Mar. 23: G+PS Workshop - Navigating an Effective Relationship with your Supervisor [More info].

BMB GRADUATE PROGRAM-SPECIFIC DATES

Apr. 21: Submission of final (i.e. post oral exam) MSc or PhD thesis to G+PS for approval to meet May graduation. [More info].
Apr. 28: Submission of final (i.e. post oral exam) MSc or PhD thesis to G+PS to avoid having to register and pay fees for summer 2023. [More info].

CAREER AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES

Apr. 18: G+PS Workshop - Careers in Non-Academic Research [More info].
Multiple dates: workshops offered by UBC’s Centre for Writing and Scholarly Communication. Get help with every component of scientific writing, from abstracts to conclusions. [More info].

AWARDS

G+PS Travel Award (no set deadline - based on travel date). [More info].
Mar. 15: Application for BMB Travel Award for grad students and postdocs.
Apr. 1: Announcement of NSERC & CIHR CGSM competition results.
Apr. 1: Departmental deadline for applications for the Schmidt Science Fellowship. [More info].

EVENTS

Mar. 23 (registration deadline March 17): Faculty of Medicine 2023 Building the Future - Research Trainee Day and Lecture Series. [More info].
Mar. 31: LSI Joint Seminar Series: John Burke, University of Victoria (hosted by Calvin Yip)